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Abstract—On 19th March, the World Health Organisation declared a pandemic. Through this global spread, many nations have
witnessed exponential growth of confirmed cases brought under control by severe mass quarantine or lockdown measures. However,
some have, through a different timeline of actions, prevented this exponential growth. Currently as some continue to tackle growth,
others attempt to safely lift restrictions whilst avoiding a resurgence. This study seeks to quantify the impact of government actions
in mitigating viral transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by a novel soft computing approach that makes concurrent use of a neural network
model, to predict the daily slope increase of cumulative infected, and an optimiser, with a parametrisation of the government
restriction time series, to understanding the best set of mitigating actions. Data for two territories, Italy and Taiwan, have been
gathered to model government restrictions in traveling, testing and enforcement of social distance measures as well as people
connectivity and adherence to government actions. It is found that a larger and earlier testing campaign with tighter entry restrictions
benefit both regions, resulting in significantly less confirmed cases. Interestingly, this scenario couples with an earlier but milder
implementation of nationwide restrictions for Italy, thus supporting Taiwan’s lack of nationwide lockdown. The results, found with a
purely data-driven approach, are in line with the main findings of mathematical epidemiological models, proving that the proposed
approach has value and that the data alone contains valuable knowledge to inform decision makers.

Index Terms—Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2, Epidemiology, BiLSTM, CNN, ELM, Optimisation, Data gathering.
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1 Introduction

1 On 31st December 2019, China reported to the World2

Health Organisation (WHO) the detection of pneumonia3

with an unknown etiology in the city of Wuhan [1]. The4

viral agent was identified as a novel coronavirus, subsequently5

named SARS-CoV-2 due to genetic similarities to SARS-CoV,6

that is almost identical (96% whole-genome level) to a known7

bat coronavirus [2], [3], [4]. Recognising the growing epidemic,8

China banned travel to and from Wuhan and activated a9

national emergency response on 23rd January, invoking travel10

and social distancing restrictions on a national scale [5], [6].11

Despite these actions, the virus successfully spread on a global12

level and by 11th March, the WHO had declared a pandemic13

[7]. The ability of this virus to spread despite acute pub-14

lic awareness and control actions is currently attributed, in15

part, to viral shedding of presymptomatic cases [8], [9]. With16

no currently approved vaccines or specific treatments, non-17

pharmaceutical measures are the frontline of both offense and18

defense in ‘flattening the curve’ and inhibiting the infamous19

second wave respectively [10], [11].20

Since the initial outbreak, researchers from the machine21

learning community have implemented Artificial Neural Net-22
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works (ANNs) to address mainly two types of problems: (i) 23

virus detection through images and (ii) growth forecasting. 24

For the former, researchers aim to develop an automatic 25

detection system in which a neural network (typically a deep 26

learning model) learns the main characteristics of the resulting 27

pneumonia from historical images of infected patient [12], [13], 28

[14]. In the latter, researchers typically develop a machine 29

learning system to predict the future number of confirmed 30

cases in a country from historical data [15], [16], [17], [18]. 31

The forecasting model typically relies on three types of deep 32

learning networks [19]: Fully-Connected Networks (FCNs), 33

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Convolutional Neu- 34

ral Networks (CNNs). 35

• Fully Connected Networks (FCNs): A FCN is a 36

type of ANN where the architecture is such that all 37

the nodes in one layer are connected to the neurons 38

in the next layer [20]. For example, the combination 39

of FCN and interior search algorithm was proposed 40

in [21] for predicting the future number of infected of 41

COVID-19 people. From a similar perspective, a FCN 42

with three hidden layers was also proposed to predict 43

the number of cases in Mexico [22]. Finally, the FCNs 44

was employed (hybridized in this case with the well- 45

known SIR model) to predict the peak of COVID-19 46

in Spain [23] 47
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• Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): RNNs are48

the most widely used ANN architecture for addressing49

time series forecasting in the deep learning commu-50

nity. In RNNs, there is a bidirectional communication51

between the nodes in the different layers. Thus, the52

nodes in a particular layer are fed with both the53

outputs of previous and next layers. The architecture54

associated to RNNs is particularly interesting as it55

allows the model to memorize both short and long56

terms relationships among the desired output and the57

input variables [24]. Regarding the implementation of58

RNNs for COVID-19 forecasting, in [16], the authors59

trained an RNN model with data from the 2003 SARS60

epidemic for predicting (in a SEIR model) new in-61

fections in China. In [25], the authors used a Long62

Short Term Memory Neural Network (LSTMNN) to63

predict the number of new cases of COVID-19 in64

Canada. Similarly, LSTMs were also employed in [26]65

to forecast the number of cases in India.66

• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs): A67

CNN consist of one input and output layer and several68

hidden layers [27]. The hidden layers of a CNNs are69

based on a set of convolutional layers that convolve70

with multiplication or other dot [28]. CNNs have been71

traditionally employed in image classification, in par-72

ticular 2-D CNNs. However, they can also be used for73

times series forecasting, 1D CNNs [29]. In the field of74

COVID-19 forecasting, CNNs were proposed (as the75

main architecture [30] or in combination with LSTM76

models [31]) to analyze and predict the number of77

confirmed cases in China [30], [31].78

Unfortunately, current research on forecasting growth fails79

on two issues: (i) they do not include a complete set of80

government decision variables in the study (maybe due to81

their largely qualitative nature, making it difficult to encode82

and preprocess with neural networks) and (ii) they do not pro-83

vide guidelines on how those variables could be combined to84

mitigate the effect of the virus (at least partially). Motivated85

by this, we have proposed a soft computing approach where86

ANNs and optimization techniques are used concurrently87

to determine a different and optimal scenario of mitigation88

measures. The novelty of the work is dual: (i) this is the first89

study of this kind that, by merging data from heterogeneous90

sources, has created a rich dataset that is able to capture not91

only government actions but also the reactions and adherence92

to the regulations of the population; (ii) the analysis of miti-93

gating measures was carried out through a novel optimization94

approach where the time series of the independent variables95

have been parameterised. These parameters are subsequently96

optimised by means of an genetic algorithm for integer pro-97

gramming to generate the new corresponding optimal time98

series. The neural network model is used to predict the slope99

of infected people for the new time series.100

This paper is organised as follows: Sec. 2 summarises the101

data gathered, sources used and quantifying techniques. Sec. 3102

outlines the neural networks models tested, data preparation103

and optimization method. Results are listed in Sec. 4 and104

discussed in Sec. 5. This study is summarised in Sec. 6 with105

possible future directions outlined.106

2 Data: Two territories, two trajectories 107

2.1 Italy and Taiwan 108

By mid-February, China had successfully demonstrated that 109

the exponential growth of confirmed cases can be vastly 110

mitigated by mass quarantine or lockdown measures [32]. 111

Unfortunately, by then the virus was beginning to take hold 112

in several nations. In particular, Italy would become the next 113

epicenter of the pandemic [33], [34], with dire consequences on 114

its healthcare system; before the onset of the epidemics, Italy 115

had approximately 5200 intensive care beds available [35], and 116

efforts had to be made to increase this number during the 117

emergency [36]: on April 3rd the number of patients admitted 118

to ICU reached an unprecedented figure of 4068 [34], posing a 119

serious threat on the solidity of the entire system. In these ex- 120

traordinary circumstances, the Italian government instigated 121

severe lockdown measures similar to those implemented in 122

China [37]. 123

Meanwhile Taiwan, despite its close proximity and fre- 124

quent flights to China, continued to contain the growth of 125

confirmed cases through different yet efficient and effective 126

government measures [38]. These actions never escalated to 127

a nationwide lockdown. Nevertheless they successfully pre- 128

vented the exponential growth predicted by unmitigated viral 129

transmission [39], and did not overwhelm their healthcare 130

system. 131

With the ultimate goal of providing a foundation that 132

could serve policy-makers in the decision process, in regard 133

to managing current outbreaks or preventing a future second- 134

wave, this study aims to understand the impact and effective- 135

ness of the possible measures a nation can employ to inhibit 136

and constrict growth. Thus, we analyse these two different 137

scenarios from two different regions. 138

2.2 Data gathering 139

To capture and describe the evolution of the pandemics in 140

the two regions, several variables were employed describing 141

the reaction of the respective governments, its timeliness, the 142

behavior of the community, and the weather conditions. To 143

gather the Italian data, numerous sources were used, namely 144

the Ministry of Health [40], the Ministry of Interior [41] and 145

the Department of Civil Protection [34]. As for Taiwan, the 146

Taiwan Centers for Disease Control (TCDC) released timely 147

reports to the public on government mitigation actions [42]. 148

This was previously reported by [43] for data available until 149

24th February 2020. We extend this data by two months until 150

24th April 2020. Each variable was then coded to obtain a 151

daily time series (Fig. 1). The dataset is summarized below. 152

153

Border Control: Several measures have been taken to 154

control border admission. The different levels of action 155

applied to travellers entering the territory were equated to a 156

numeric scale. This ranges from 0 to 5 for national citizens and 157

0 to 7 for non-nationals, where 0 represents zero constraints 158

and 7 entry banned (5 equates to 14 days quarantine). The 159

impact of these levels is weighted by the daily cases for 160

each territory as recorded by John Hopkins [33]. Details of 161

the method used can be found in Supplementary Material, 162

depicted in Tables 5-7 and Fig. 5. 163

164
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in Table 9 in Supplementary Material. In Taiwan, surveillance201

information was publicly made available by the TCDC [42]202

and previously noted in [43]. Initial suspect cases were203

screened for 26 viruses and targeted travellers from Wuhan.204

As the virus spread, this was extended to symptomatic205

individuals with close contact to infected individuals, clusters206

of fever and pneumonia cases unresponsive to antibiotics.207

Testing of symptomatic individuals was eventually extended208

to all inbound travellers. The representative step function is209

described in Table 10 of Supplementary Material.210

211

Government Mitigation: Over the course of the212

emergency, the Italian Presidency of the Council of213

Ministers, the Ministry of Health and the Department214

of Civil Protection issued several decrees and ordinances215

of increasing severity, aimed at containing the spread of216

the epidemic. The first measure was the creation of several217

red zones in Northern Italy, while the last step was the218

complete nationwide lockdown, along with the suspensions of219

all productive businesses not directly involved in supplying220

essential services. Based on the succession of these measures,221

we modeled the Government Mitigation variable as a step222

function, with each step corresponding to one of the legal acts.223

The end value represents the complete national lockdown. In224

Taiwan, general public communication including heightened225

hand and respiratory hygiene recommendations started on226

6th January through the TCDC [42]. Through chance, school227

holidays commenced on 20th January, however they were228

extended for two weeks in response to the increased spread229

of the virus. From there the government mitigation actions230

involved heightened hygiene practices with increased social231

distances guidance, e.g. large gatherings, wearing masks in232

crowded public places, guidance for educational institutions,233

etc. Yet, unlike Italy, they did not go into national lockdown.234

Actions taken by Italy and Taiwan are listed and quantified235

in Tables 11 and 12 of Supplementary Material respectively.236

237

Online Presence: A daily measure of home confinement is238

equated to search query data via the publicly available service239

Google Trends, using the search terms: Netflix, Amazon Prime240

Video, Zoom Video Communications, Skype. Corresponding241

search volume indices were combined into a single variable,242

Online Presence. In Italy, as Fig. 1 illustrates, an initial peak243

coincides with the national lockdown (March 8th, Level 5 in244

Table 11), and remains at high levels until the end of our data245

collection (24th April 2020). In Taiwan, despite no national246

lockdown activated, an increased home presence can be seen247

in mid-March in Fig. 1. This coincides with an increase248

growth curve and hence could be interpreted as the public’s249

personal response to the increasing number of cases in Taiwan.250

251

National and International Flights: To quantify mobility252

within and outwith both Italy and Taiwan, data from national253

and international arriving and outgoing flights have been254

collected from the online platform Flightradar24 [46].255

256

Temperature and Humidity: A recent study suggests257

weather parameters such as temperature and humidity can258

affect the spreading of the virus [47]. Data collected from259

World Weather Online [48] of 24-hours average temperature260

(Co) and humidity (%) values have been added to the 261

data set. The online service has been queried using Taiwan 262

and Italy longitude and latitude representative coordinates 263

(23.7 and 121 for Taiwan, 43 and 12 for Italy). The value 264

of humidity and temperature in a specific location in each 265

region has been taken as representative of that territory in 266

the period observed. 267

268

Population Awareness: To quantify people awareness of 269

the phenomena, Google Trends can be used [49]. Data has been 270

collected here by querying people searches related to the list 271

of keywords: ”coronavirus”, ”covid”, ”quarantena”, ”wuhan”, 272

”virus” (in Italy) and ”coronavirus”, ”covid”, ”quarantine”, 273

”wuhan”, ”virus” (in Taiwan). For each word the top 5 related 274

queries are collected and the results of all searches aggregated. 275

In Italy, a peak can be observed in the following days of 276

the first case, coinciding with the creation of red zones in 277

Northern Italy (Fig. 1). This diminishes only to return with 278

the national lockdown (March 8th, Level 5 in Table 11). This 279

online presence slowly decreases until the end of our data 280

collection (24th April 2020). In Taiwan, interest also initially 281

peaks with the first case, diminishing to peak again as growth 282

begins to surge along with government mitigation. The full list 283

of words used in the google trends analysis for both territories 284

is available in Table 13 of Supplementary Material. 285

3 Simulating and Optimising Growth Curves 286

3.1 Neural Network Models 287

The data collected are used as independent variables for 288

the multivariate time series analysis where the slope is the 289

dependent variable. Three neural network models are tested: 290

2D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [50], Extreme 291

Learning Machine (ELM) [51] and Bidirectional Long Short- 292

Term Memory Neural Network (BiLSTMNN) [52]. 293

294

CNN: The deep CNN proposed in this study is composed 295

of four sliding convolutional filters with kernels equal to 8, 296

16, 32 and 32, each one connected in between by a batch 297

normalisation layer to speed up training and reduce the 298

sensitivity, and a Relu layer to set to zero any value less 299

than zero. The output of the convolutional layers feeds into 300

a dropout layer for regularisation, and a fully connected 301

layer for the continuous prediction of the output, the slope. 302

The model depends on two network parameters: the size of 303

the CNN filter and the dropout layer probability; and three 304

training parameters: the mini-batch size, the learning rate 305

drop factor and drop period. 306

307

ELM: The ELM framework was originally presented as 308

a single hidden layer feedforward neural network, whose 309

connections between input and hidden layers are randomly 310

assigned. The only parameters needed to be tuned are 311

the weights between the hidden and the output layers, 312

which are analytically estimated by solving the standard 313

least-squares minimization problem. This methodology 314

significantly improves the computational burden of the 315

algorithm and allows it to process heavy datasets in a 316

reasonable computational time [53]. ELM models have 317

reported competitive performances in both standard machine 318

learning datasets (regression and classification) [54] and 319
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other more challenging problems such as image detection320

[55], time series [56], topological information [57] or real-321

time river flow prediction [58]. In this experimental study,322

the ELM neural network version of the framework with323

sigmoidal and linear basis functions in the hidden and output324

layers was considered. The model critically depends on two325

hyper-parameters: the number of hidden neurons, S, and the326

regularization penalty term, C.327

328

LSTMNN: Unlike the two previously described models,329

the LSTMNN method belongs to the family of Recurrent330

Neural Networks (RNNs). In traditional Feedforward Neural331

Networks (FFNNs), information moves only in a direct way332

from the input layer to the output one. RNNs are based333

on an architecture in which the data through the system334

moves constituting a direct cycle [59]. The main difference335

between standard RNNs and LSTMNNs models is that the336

latter are capable of memorizing a time series value for an337

arbitrary length of time. The model used in this study is338

a Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) network. This is usually a339

superior prediction approach in time series forecasting than340

the simple LSTM model, as it learns from the complete341

time series data (past and future states). The model depends342

on three network hyper-parameters: the number of hidden343

neurons in the bidirectional LSTM layer, the size of the first344

fully connected layer, the dropout probability rate; and three345

training hyper-parameters (initial learning rate, learning rate346

drop period and factor).347

The optimal set of hyperparameters for the neural net-348

works have been obtained by minimising the root mean square349

error on the predictions by means of a Bayesian optimisation350

process. Bayesian optimisation is an algorithm used in global351

optimisation to minimise a certain objective function, treated352

as a black box, by varying the value of its independent353

variables. The algorithm itself relies on an internal Gaus-354

sian process that approximates the objective function, and355

is trained by subsequent evaluations of the true objective.356

The approximated model is used for optimisation to reduce357

computational costs and for its robust nature with stochastic358

noise in function evaluations.359

3.2 Data preparation360

The collected data has been divided for training and testing,361

and reshaped as feature input for the multivariate time series362

analysis. Furthermore, in order to be able to use the neural363

network models for the subsequent analysis, the optimisation364

of government restrictions, the dependence of the historical365

values of the dependent variables is omitted from the input366

features space. Hence for the ELM and BiLSTMNN models367

the input features are modelled as the vector368

Xt = [X(t), ..., X(t+N)] ∈ R11N (1)

where N is the time window parameters, and X(t) is the369

vector of independent variables at time t as described in the370

Data Collection section. Conversely for the CNN model the371

input space is defined as372

Xt =

 x1(t) .. x1(t+N)
... .. ...

x11(t) .. x11(t+N)

 ∈ R11×N (2)

where xi(t) is the i-th independent variable at time t. The 373

hyperparameter N is optimised, by means of a Bayesian 374

optimisation process, together with the networks hyperpa- 375

rameters. 376

3.3 Optimisation 377

The best trained neural network model (BiLSTMNN) is used 378

to have a deeper understanding of government regulations and 379

their impact on the slope function. Taking 380

yt = N (Xt), Xt ∈ RM (3)
as the neural network model, where M = 11N or M = 11 × 381

N depending on the model used, the following optimisation 382

problem has been formulated 383

min J(x), x ∈ Ω, (4)
where J(x) is the objective function defined as the maximum 384

value of the slope along the whole time frame considered. 385

J(x) = max
t

N (Xt(x)). (5)

The daily slope value is computed as the angular coefficient 386

of the linear regression of the values of daily cumulative 387

infected of the current day and two days ahead, as a smoother 388

representation of the daily number of infected. x is a set 389

of optimisation variables designed to model government re- 390

strictions previously discussed (border control, enforcement, 391

testing volume, testing criteria, social distance, flight volume 392

and people awareness), excluding weather parameters as they 393

are not controllable by government. The complete set of opti- 394

misation variables for each territory is described in Table 1. Ω 395

is the feasible region defined by the lower and upper bounds 396

of the set of optimisation variables with some constraints. 397

Inequality constraints are introduced to enforce the temporal 398

order of the variables modelling quarantine incoming and the 399

step functions of social distance, quarantine control (only 400

for Taiwan) and testing criteria. To avoid the optimisation 401

converging towards a temporal delay of the first case, an 402

equality constraint is introduced to ensure the day of first 403

confirmed case matches reality. The optimisation problem 404

aims to minimize the maximum value of the slope - this can 405

be interpreted as minimising the number of daily infections so 406

to not put the health care system under extreme strain. 407

For Italy the problem can be formulated mathematically 408

as 409

min
x

max
t

N (Xt(x)) (6)

s.t (7)

A

x1

x2

x3

 ≤ 0 (8)

x7 +
11∑
i=8

xi ≤ T (9)

x12 +
19∑

i=13

xi ≤ T (10)

t = 1, t = {yt > 0|yt = N (Xt(x)), ∀t} (11)
x ∈ N27, L ≤ x ≤ U (12)

where 410

A =

[
1 −1 0
0 1 −1

]
. (13)
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TABLE 1: Government restriction optimisation variables list and descriptions

Italy Taiwan
x1, x2, x3 x1, .., x12 Quarantine incoming: variables are dates of actions as highlighted in Tables 6

and 7 in Supplementary material.
x4, x5 x13;x14, ...x19 Quarantine control: for Italy the first variable models the time and the second

variable models the shift; for Taiwan the first variable models the time of the
initial step and the rest of the variables model the step function interval sizes

x6 x20 Testing: the variable models the shift in time of the day in which testing had a
steep increase

x7;x8..., x11 x21;x22, ...x28 Testing criteria: the first variable models the time of the initial step and the
rest of the variables model the step function interval sizes

x12;x13, .., x19 x29;x30, ..x46 Social distance: the first variable models the time of the initial step and the
rest of the variables model the step function interval size

x20, x21 x47, x48 Social distance online platform: the first variable models the time and the
second variable models the shift

x22, x23 x49, x50 Flights national: the first variable models the time and the second variable
models the shift

x24, x25 x51, x52 Flights international: the first variable models the time and the second variable
models the shift

x26, x27 x53, x54 People awareness: the first variable models the time and the second variable
models the shift

is the matrix defining the linear inequality temporal con-411

straints on the quarantine incoming variables. T is the time412

horizon parameter, and L,U are the vectors defining the lower413

and upper bounds of the optimisation variables. For Taiwan414

the problem is defined as,415

min
x

max
t

N (Xt(x)) (14)

s.t (15)

B1

x1

...
x..

 ≤ 0, B2

 x6

...
x12

 ≤ 0, (16)

x13 +
19∑

i=14

xi ≤ T, (17)

x21 +
28∑

i=22

xi ≤ T, (18)

x29 +
46∑

i=30

xi ≤ T (19)

t = 1, t = {yt > 0|yt = N (Xt(x)), ∀t}, (20)
x ∈ N54, L ≤ x ≤ U, (21)

with416

B1 =


1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1

 ,

(22)
417

B2 =


−1 1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 1 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 1

 , (23)

where B1 and B2 are the matrices defining the linear inequal-418

ity temporal constraints on the quarantine incoming variables.419

The integer programming Genetic Algorithm is used420

to solve the optimisation problem. Genetic Algorithms are421

stochastic global optimisation strategies that mimic the 422

behaviour of natural biological evolution of mutation and 423

crossover. They are initialised with a pool of potential solu- 424

tions and by evolutionary operators and applying the prin- 425

ciple of survival of the fittest, increasingly better offspring 426

populations are generated, which terminate when no further 427

improvements can be made. Genetic algorithms have the main 428

advantage that they can solve problems with integer variables 429

and the objective function is treated as a black box. 430

3.4 Summary of the computational approach 431

We propose a soft computing algorithm which combines 432

neural networks and genetic algorithms, to determine (from 433

a purely data-driven approach), the best set of mitigating 434

actions. The algorithm is based on two independent stages 435

that are summarized below and outlined in Algorithm. 1. 436

In the first stage, a set of neural networks models are 437

trained to estimate the daily slope increase of cumulative 438

infected from variables such as government actions and the 439

reactions and adherence of the population to such regulations. 440

The best performing model is selected taking into account the 441

reported root mean square percentages of the neural networks 442

implemented. The choice of training a neural network model 443

per territory is driven by the need of capturing region specific 444

static parameters. Time-varying parameters that have an 445

influence on the predicted growth curve, and are not among 446

those described in Sec. 2.2, can still be captured by the 447

network model as hidden features if they are correlated to 448

the input variables selected. 449

In the second stage, the best performing neural network, 450

the BiLSTMNN model, is used as a surrogate model in an 451

optimization procedure that targets the best set of mitigating 452

actions. The optimization procedure incorporates an ad-hoc 453

parametrization of the time series governmental restrictions. 454

These parameters were subsequently optimised through ge- 455

netic algorithm for integer programming to generate the new 456

corresponding optimal time series. Below, the algorithmic flow 457

of the soft computing approach proposed is provided. 458
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Algorithm 1: Optimisation of non-pharmaceutical
measures in COVID-19 algorithm for region under
study

Result: Optimised governmental measures for region
under study

Data gathering;
Train BiLSTMNN model for region under study;
Initialise Table 1 variables bounds for region under
study;

Initialise GA population (pop0, 100 individuals);
i=0;
while ngen < 1000 do

for each individual x in popi do
construct time series X (x);
evaluate predictions N (X (x));
compute fitness J(x) = maxt N (Xt(x));
compute inequality constraints c(x) as in
Section 3.3;

end
apply GA operators to obtain popi+1;
ngen = ngen+ 1;

end
return best individual, xbest, of popi;
construct time series X (xbest);

4 Results459

4.1 Neural Network model460

In this section, the performance of the different neural net-461

works models for Italy and Taiwan are statistically compared.462

For model selection, following the recommendations reported463

in [60], the time series were split in two parts: (i) the training464

set is roughly the first 2 and a half months of data; and465

(ii) the generalization set is the last section of each time466

series. The training set was used to estimate the parame-467

ters of the models and the generalization set to assess the468

performance of the different neural networks in unseen data469

[60]. In the experiments, the generalization set included the470

last five points of each time series, as suggested in [61]. Table471

2 shows the Root Mean Square Error Percentage (RMSEP)472

in the generalization set of the best run per model (out of473

1000 runs), BestRMSEP , and the variation coefficient of the474

RMSEP in the generalization set for the different models475

implemented, CVRMSEP. Furthermore, taking into account476

the set of RMSEPs of the different models over the different477

runs, the mean rankings of RMSEP, RRMSEP, for the different478

neural networks models are obtained (values shown in Table479

2). From the analysis of the results, it can be concluded, from a480

purely descriptive point of view, that the BiLSTMNN method481

obtained the best results in the two problems considered in482

mean rankings. Additionally, the best BiLSTMNN achieved483

the best RMSEP in Taiwan and second best in Italy (with484

a more consistent performance, more homogeneous results,485

better CV).486

In this study, hypothesis testing was used to provide487

statistical support for the discussion of the results. A per-488

formance analysis through parametric tests could lead to489

mistaken conclusions in this research study. A previous eval-490

uation of the RMSEP values provided by the implemented491

methods resulted in rejecting the normality and equality of the492

TABLE 2: Statistical results of the neural networks imple-
mented

Italy
Models BestRMSEP CVRMSEP RRMSEP p-value
CNN 0.0277 0.4858 6.0589 0.0000†

ELM 0.0529 0.3031 6.1222 0.0000†

BiLSTMNN 0.0492 0.3005 2.8189 -
Taiwan

Models BestRMSEP CVRMSEP RRMSEP p-value
CNN 0.1775 0.5056 4.6589 0.3942
ELM 0.1367 0.3348 6.0011 0.0000†

BiLSTMNN 0.1402 0.4350 4.3400 -

variance hypothesis. For these reasons, nonparametric tests 493

were implemented to determine the statistical significance 494

of the results previously reported [62]. Specifically, two non- 495

parametric Friedman tests were carried out with the rankings 496

of RMSEP of the models. For the two multivariate time 497

series considered, the p-values associated to the Friedman 498

test were smaller than 0.05 (α = 0.05), and therefore, the 499

null hypotheses stating that all algorithms perform equally in 500

mean RMSEP rankings were rejected for both problems. 501

Based on this rejection, the nonparametric Bonferroni 502

Dunn-Sidak test was implemented to compare all neural net- 503

work methods to the BiLSTMNN method (which was used as 504

the control method) [63]. Table 2 shows the p-values results of 505

the Bonferroni Dunn-Sidak test for the two problems consid- 506

ered. Thus, the Bonferroni Dunn-Sidak’s tests indicate that 507

the control method (BiLSTMNN) statistically outperforms 508

all the remaining models in Italy and also outperforms, in 509

statistical terms, the ELM model for Taiwain. Furthermore, 510

the BiLSTMNN method achieves the best mean ranking in 511

the two problems considered, which, in our opinion, justifies 512

our decision to use it as the base model for the next stage 513

(optimization study). An analogous study was also performed 514

to determine the model to be analyzed within all the different 515

BiLSTMNN configurations. 516

The best BiLSTMNN model for each territory are ob- 517

tained for the optimal value of hyper parameters reported in 518

Table 3, the network visualisation model in Fig. 2 and the 519

prediction model in Fig. 3. 520

TABLE 3: BiLSTMNN optimal hyper parameters for Italy
and Taiwan

BiLSTMNN Italy Taiwan
Time Window 14 21
Number of Hidden Units 155 770
First Layer Size 469 107
Dropout Layer probability 0.18 0.69
Initial Learn Rate 2.4e-04 5.2e-06
Learn Rate Drop Factor 0.02 0.01
Learn Rate Drop Period 111 88

521

522

The multivariate time series model is able to capture the 523

trend of the slope in both cases, with a more accurate overall 524

error in the case of Italy as already discussed. This is mainly 525

due to the less noisy nature of the Italian time series. It 526

is important to clarify that, as was already mentioned, the 527
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Fig. 2: Graphical representation of the BiLSTM network
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den Units refers to the size of the LSTM layers, parameter
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Fig. 3: Slope prediction (red) as computed by the best BiL-
STMNN Neural Network model. Grey shaded area indicates
model time window for which predictions cannot be made,
histogram represents real slope values.

lagged values of the slope, cumulative cases or daily cases were528

not included in the model to reduce dependence between input529

variables and assist the interpretation of the optimum values.530

These variables are usually the most discriminant in times531

series analysis, which highlights even more the competitive 532

results yielded in this study. Thus, the BiLSTMNN is the 533

appealing approach for the problem under study. 534

4.2 Optimisation 535

A genetic algorithm has been used to solve the corresponding 536

optimisation problem for each region and promising results 537

have been found that do not contradict previous findings of 538

epidemiological models (Figures 4 and 5). All variables are 539

considered integer and optimised within the bounds reported 540

in Table 4, together with their optimal value. The genetic 541

algorithm, with population size of 100 and the maximum 542

number of generations set to 1000, has been run with the 543

stopping criteria set as the maximum number of generations 544

reached or the average relative change in the best fitness 545

function value over 100 generations being less than or equal to 546

a tolerance of 1e− 10. 547

The optimisation process for Italy terminates after almost 548

600 iterations when the change in the penalty fitness value is 549

less than the allowable tolerance. All constraints are satisfied 550

and the final objective function is 3755, with respect to the 551

original value of 6272. This is almost a 40% reduction with 552

respect to the original vale and equates to a reduction of 553

almost 21,700 infected individuals at the end of the prediction 554

horizon, corresponding to 16% of the actual total value. 555

The optimisation process for Taiwan terminates after al- 556

most 300 iterations again when the change in the penalty 557

fitness value is less than the allowable tolerance. All con- 558

straints are satisfied and the final objective function is 7.6, 559

with respect to the original value of 23. This is almost a 63% 560

reduction with respect to the original vale and a reduction of 561

102 infected individuals at the end of the prediction horizon, 562

corresponding to 28% of the actual total value. 563

564

565

5 Discussion 566

5.1 Italy 567

As illustrated in Fig. 4, an earlier and more extensive testing 568

campaign (+56%) could have been combined with an earlier 569

creation of red zones in Northern Italy and, interestingly, with 570

a milder implementation of the government mitigation plan 571

on the rest of the country: the localized restrictions could 572

have been maintained as sufficient measures until 14th March. 573

Furthermore, in this scenario the country-wide suspension 574

of manufacturing businesses, a measure burdened with a 575

substantial socio-economic impact, is delayed and limited to 576

a shorter period of time, while the volume of police checks, 577

aimed at monitoring the population compliance, is larger 578

and commences earlier. This is all combined with an earlier 579

and more pervasive consciousness of the public about the 580

risk posed by the epidemics and thus on the benefits of a 581

temporary reduction of social contacts. 582

The containment of the growth is also optimally managed 583

in Italy by earlier restrictive regulations on the intra- and 584

extra- Schengen air traffic, and by entry restrictions that 585

span beyond the mere suspension of direct flights to and 586

from China. As for the national air traffic, it could have been 587
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TABLE 4: Government restriction optimisation variables bounds and optimal values

Italy bounds optimal value Taiwan bounds optimal value
x1, x2, x3 [1,20], [5,25], [20,76] 13, 21, 46 x1, .., x12 [1 3], [1 5], [1 5], [1 9],

[24 44], [48 68], [31 51],
[25 45], [27 47], [36 56],
[43 63], [40 60]

1, 1, 1, 1, 24, 68,
31, 25, 47, 36,
43, 40

x4, x5 [15, 50], [-14,14] 44, -11 x13;x14, ...x19 [1,20], [1, 50]6 20, 48, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1

x6 [20,50] 24 x20 [30,60] 31
x7;x8..., x11 [1,10], [1, 30]4 3, 3, 23, 30, 15 x21;x22, ...x28 [1,20], [1, 50]7 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 1,

1, 27
x12;x13, .., x19 [20,40], [1, 30]7 22, 17, 14, 1, 1,

10, 8, 3
x29;x30, ..x46 [1,20], [1, 30]17 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 30,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

x20, x21 [15,50], [-14,14] 49, -3 x47, x48 [15,70], [-14,14] 15, 14
x22, x23 [15,50], [-14,14] 26, 14 x49, x50 [15,70], [-14,14] 15, 14
x24, x25 [15,50], [-14,14] 16, -6 x51, x52 [15,70], [-14,14] 15, 14
x26, x27 [15,50], [-14,14] 26, -13 x53, x54 [15,70], [-14,14] 34, 14

maintained unrestricted for a longer timeframe: a finding to588

be read in the context of larger and earlier testing, larger and589

earlier volume of police checks, better awareness of the public,590

increased control on the infections potentially coming from591

abroad.592

5.2 Taiwan593

Although government actions in Taiwan successfully pre-594

vented exponential growth of confirmed cases, the optimised595

model predicts earlier actions would have damped growth596

even further as outlined in Fig. 5. By allowing movable dates597

on border control decisions, Taiwan would have benefited598

from even earlier actions against China (by a few days) and599

earlier self-health management and home quarantine regu-600

lations against selected nations (those shaded in Table 7 of601

Supplementary Material in February and March, prior to602

19th March by the maximum 10 days allowed). This allows603

a later date for the travel restriction on all foreign nationals604

that was implemented on 19th March, as well as a slight605

delay in the decrease of international flight volume. The606

optimizer increases testing volume 2 weeks earlier than reality607

and suggests community surveillance and mandatory testing608

for incoming travellers in the first week of the observatory609

period. Actions regarding mitigating internal spread are also610

suggested earlier - heightened hygiene practices, self-health611

management of positive cases’ contact and social distance612

guidelines should have occurred at least 3 weeks earlier (com-613

parison of Fig. 5 and Table 12 in Supplementary Material).614

In addition, national flight volume should be kept low to615

inhibit internal spread. This allows less people to stay at616

home as illustrated by the reduced online presence. Finally617

we see people awareness and quarantine control can both618

be delayed, the latter significantly. This suggests the Taiwan619

public awareness is sufficient, and enforcement measures like620

fines and mandatory quarantine may not be necessary.621

5.3 Comparison622

Care must be taken in comparing the growth and government623

actions for two different territories. All data is not equal;624

different testing methods, diagnostic criteria and methods625

of counting confirmed cases can affect comparisons. There626

may also be underlying themes behind data / variables,627

e.g., the availability of personal protection equipment like628

masks to enable adherence to control measures and keep 629

health workers safe (3 workers from healthcare settings where 630

reported positive by TCDC [42], while in Italy more than 631

28,000 healthcare workers contracted the virus by the end 632

of April [64], [65]), the method and extent of a region’s 633

track and trace program in locating high risk individuals, 634

cultural / social response of a population to government 635

actions, healthcare capacity and quality in early isolation 636

and treatment (0.86 vs 3.02 ICU beds per 10,000 population 637

in Italy [35] and Taiwan [66] respectively). To overcome 638

such inequity of data in this study, Italy and Taiwan were 639

simulated independently. Variables were chosen to be those 640

for which there was data readily available and have a) known 641

or suspected effect on growth curves or b) an ability to 642

highlight any differences between the two territories. Any 643

overarching themes are then considered. 644

645

Testing: In volume of testing per number of confirmed 646

cases, Taiwan exceeded Italy [67]. In volume of testing per 647

population, the roles reverse while Taiwan began testing 648

earlier. Regardless, in modelling both regions, the same 649

recommendation resulted from optimization, higher testing 650

volume (and earlier). This agrees with results from a recent 651

model that distinguishes between tested and untested 652

infections cases [68], benefits of systematic testing [69] as well 653

as statistical observations from South Korea [70]: extensive 654

testing with track and trace and social distance restrictions 655

may contain the growth to an extent where a national 656

lockdown can be avoided. 657

658

Border control: Either a reduction in international flights 659

is required or a strong border control measure. We see these 660

two measures ‘meet’ in Fig. 4 for Italy, where the optimizer 661

only allowed 10 day shifts. The border control in optimized 662

Taiwan doesn’t drop below 0.7591 (which is obtainable by 10 663

day shifts), which is roughly satisfied by mandatory 14 day 664

home quarantine for incoming travellers from infected areas 665

(pending on incoming / outgoing traveller ratios). This allows 666

slightly more international flights (Fig. 5). These translate to 667

earlier action against other nations than China for both Italy 668

and Taiwan. 669

670

People awareness and compliance: In Taiwan, 671

enforcement of regulations appears not to be a driving 672
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Fig. 4: Optimal solution for Italy. On the right axis, black solid line represents the original variable, red solid line is the
optimised solution. On the left axis the histograms of slope values for original solution (grey) and optimal one (red) are
reported. Last plot represents the cumulative value of infected people in the country for original solution.

factor while people awareness is seemed to be almost ideal.673

Italy, on the other hand, would have benefited from earlier674

awareness by the public and earlier implementation of675

quarantine control. These results seem to highlight the676

cultural and social differences of the two territories and677

can be justified empirically using the well-known Hofstede678

dimensions [71]. Specifically, with a score of 50 in the Power679

Distance dimension, Northern Italy tends to prefer equality680

and a decentralisation of power and decision-making. Control681

and formal supervision is generally disliked among the682

younger generation. Furthermore, the high score obtained683

in the Individualism dimension (76 points) accentuates the684

aversion of the Italian citizen to being supervised and limited685

in his/her autonomy. Conversely, Taiwan is a hierarchical 686

society in which people accept that hierarchical order and 687

needs no further justifications (the scores in the Individualism 688

and Power Distance dimensions are 17 and 58 points, 689

respectively). 690

691

National lockdown: Taiwan never implemented a national 692

lockdown and our results support this decision, even hinting 693

that the observed self-inflicted increase in home activities 694

carried out by the public was not necessary. However 695

maintaining hygiene and social distancing while in public was 696

deemed important and should have happened earlier. Italy, 697

alternatively may have delayed or reduced their nationwide 698
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Fig. 5: Optimal solution for Taiwan. On the right axis, black solid line represents the original variable, red solid line is the
optimised solution. On the left axis the histograms of slope values for original solution (grey) and optimal one (red) are
reported. Last plot represents the cumulative value of infected people in the region for original solution.

lockdown as a result of increasing testing, border control,699

quarantine enforcement, public awareness and restrictions700

localized in the most affected areas.701

702

Limitations: It must be noted that neural networks have703

limitations as they behave as stochastic processes. It should704

therefore be highlighted that this study further complements705

existing results by mathematical modelling and statistical706

analysis. That a data-only driven model arrives at the same707

results, further fortifies their conclusions. It should also be708

noted that hindsight is 20-20. This study does not serve to709

criticise governments’ management of the pandemic but to710

assist in preventing a second wave. In particular at the time 711

of most national lockdowns: China was the only example of a 712

nation that had recovered from exponential growth (accom- 713

plished by a nationwide lockdown); a large part of the research 714

this study supports was not yet complete; the power of testing 715

and border control illustrated by South Korea and Taiwan 716

respectively had not been fully witnessed; and knowledge of 717

the virus and how it spread via pre-symptomatic individuals 718

or reservoirs was not yet known. However, this exemplifies 719

that as research continues and expands, so will our knowledge 720

and with that more and more tools to overcome this pandemic. 721
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6 Conclusion722

This is the first purely data-driven study where quantita-723

tive and qualitative data have been merged and used in a724

multivariate time series model aimed at predicting the daily725

increase of the cumulative infected people. We provide an726

updated and extensive epidemiology overview of both Italy727

and Taiwan. The purely data-driven approach yielded results728

that are in line with the main findings of the epidemiological729

models, proving that the approach has value and that the data730

alone contains valuable knowledge to inform decision makers.731

An in depth discussion of the results obtained has been732

provided for each of the territories analysed: our main finding733

being earlier and larger deployment of testing among the734

population and national entry restrictions allow an easing735

of lockdown. These are combined with socio-cultural identi-736

fication of driving factors in each individual territory; stricter737

enforcement of regulations and information in Italy and relax-738

ation of control measures and self-imposed home confinement739

in Taiwan. These results give scientific insight to the impact of740

government actions, fortifying those results previously shown741

with purely epidemiological models. Hence, this strengthens742

the foundation for policy makers in constraining growth in743

current outbreaks and future potential second waves.744

This first proof of principle can be built on in several745

dimensions. One can include more variables, into the time746

series, for example the availability of ICU beds or personal747

protection equipment (masks, facial shields). A similar study748

can be completed for other countries that have experienced749

a different trend in infections growth rate and that have750

implemented differently containment measures, e.g., Sweden,751

United States, Australia, New Zealand, etc. The different752

models can be analysed in comparison to further increase our753

understanding of the relation between government actions and754

social behaviour, and the growth of the epidemics.755

This study, along with further developments, in turn can756

be used to build on existing epidemiology models with the757

addition of new variables and their fine-tuned effects.758
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